SIAHL at SAP Center
Parking, Entrance, and Seating Instructions
The opportunity to play at the SAP Center is a special event that we attempt to provide each season for the
participants of the Sharks Ice Adult Hockey League. We encourage you to invite family and friends to watch
your hockey player skate at the “Tank.” With that in mind, there are a few rules and instructions that we ask
you to follow:
1) Parking will be available for free in the A, B, and C lots located on the Northwest side of the SAP
Center. Please enter the lot at the corner of Montgomery St and Julian St. (see diagram)

2) All players and spectators must enter through the Main North Entrance located adjacent to the A, B,
and C lots ( this is located on the corner of Montgomery and West St. John). Players
must use the elevator to proceed downstairs to their assigned locker rooms. Spectators are not allowed
downstairs and must proceed directly to the seating area. There will be Ushers in blue coats to assist
you and answer any questions. Doors will open 30 minutes before the first game.
3) Only players are allowed down to the locker room area.
4) All other spectators must proceed directly into the seating area. Sections 114, 115, and 116 are the
only sections available for seating. Wheelchair seating will be available at the bottom of section 110,
which can be accessed through the elevator.
5) Absolutely no one, other than coaches and players, is allowed on the ice or benches. Spectators will
not have access to the ice or benches.
6) Siblings and spectators are not allowed to wander around the seating area, concourse, or buil ding.
Restrooms will be available on the concourse, near the North entrance doors.
7) After your respective game has finished, please exit the building the same way you entered.
8) Warm-up pucks and game pucks will be provided by the scorekeeper. You may not bring any of
your team pucks on the ice.

Thank you all for following these rules. By doing so, you will allow us to continue hosting this event for
seasons to come.

